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Korean in a Flash Volume 1 is an excellent new language learning resource for travelers and others who want to learn
Korean quickly and easily. Part of the bestselling Tuttle In a Flash series, this complete boxed set of Korean character
flash cards aids in recognition, vocabulary learning, review and self-testing. Korean in a Flash has a full range of features
to help beginners and intermediate learners alike. Flash cards feature the most commonly used Korean words and
phrases. Sample sentences in Korean are provided, along with related terms, frequently-used expressions and extended
vocabulary. Contains 448 flash cards plus a 48 page index booklet. Learn 448 main words plus 1,792 related terms and
2,240 basic vocabulary items. Romanized pronunciation and English meanings given for all vocabulary items. Both
Korean character forms and romanization are given.
Korean Made Simple is a book for anyone who wishes to begin learning the Korean language. No matter your age, you
can learn how to read, write, speak and understand Korean. Learn the Korean writing system, Korean culture, and even
history. Learn over 1,000 vocabulary words and phrases through 20 in-depth and fun lessons, filled with plenty of
examples. Additionally, practice sections with answer keys are built into every chapter. This book also contains additional
advanced level notes for more skilled Korean speakers looking for a review of basic grammar and concepts, including a
full appendix covering sound change rules. Audio files for the book are also available for free download from
gobillykorean.com. Start your exciting journey into the Korean language today. Let's learn Korean!
Whether your child already speaks Korea/English or is learning them as a second language, these educational flashcards
will help set down the foundation for learning to a new language. The earlier children are introduced to a second
language, the more likely they will find ease and develop fluency in their non-native language. This notebook is made for
beginners or kids who want to learn Korea or English. They are Tri-lingual flashcards. Complete vocab words for babies,
toddlers, kids, children, and beginners. Come with a big cute picture for coloring and lined paper notebook to practice
writing.
This is a complete study guide to the most common Korean verbs Korean grammar is notoriously difficult for foreigners to
master but is essential for those wishing to learn Korean. Easy-to-use 500 Basic Korean Verbs is the only comprehensive
guide to the correct usage of Korean verbs available for English-speaking learners. Each of the 500 most important
Korean verbs is presented in a convenient single-page format that gives the verb's meaning and pronunciation and
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displays the verb's 48 key tenses, speech levels, and moods (all accompanied by romanizations). Also included are a
handy guide to the Korean language and verb conjugation and reference tables of basic Korean verb types, along with 3
indexes (Romanized, Hangeul, and English). 500 Basic Korean Verbs Includes: Conjugations by tense, speech levels,
and mood. "Model verb" system quickly identifies each verb's pattern. Sample sentences demonstrating the verb's
correct usage. Free downloadable audio provides pronunciations for the verbs and 1,000 example sentences. Korean
characters (Hangul) as well as romanized pronunciations to help English speakers. Two-color design makes quick
reference easy.
We cover all the ?? letters in detail and give you tips on how to easily read Korean handwriting or fonts. This is why we
believe you will find this book super useful even if you already know how to read Hangeul.
This user-friendly Korean language book pushes readers towards greater fluency in spoken and written Korean. With
Essential Korean Vocabulary you will learn to speak Korean the way that Koreans do by learning key words and
expressions they use everyday in their natural contexts. You'll also learn closely-related vocabulary together, which will
help you remember and use a wider vocabulary. Each word in this book is clearly explained and useful sentences are
given to demonstrate how it's used. Author Kyubyong Park also provides tips on Korean grammar and modern colloquial
usage in South Korea, so you can learn to speak like a native speaker. Essential Korean Vocabulary presents the 8,000
most common Korean words and phrases organized into 36 different subject areas. Beginning students can focus on the
most basic items, which are clearly marked. As you progress to greater fluency, you can pick up more complicated words
and expressions to bring your overall vocabulary and understanding of Korean up to an advanced level. With Essential
Korean Vocabulary, you will: Upgrade your Korean skills in stages by learning the most useful words in sequence along a
graded spectrum from beginner to advanced. Learn how real Koreans speak in authentic sentences by native speakers.
Get special tips about tone, nuance, and correct usage of terms. Learn the vocabulary needed to pass standard Korean
proficiency tests.
A handy cheat sheet of key Korean grammar points in an at-a-glance, easy-to-carry format! The Korean Grammar
Language Study Card is the perfect resource for reviewing the main grammar points that frequently appear in the TOPIK
test. The compact, portable format is invaluable for anyone wanting to quickly review or expand their knowledge of
everyday Korean sentence and verb forms. This study card includes: Overview of basic sentence structure Key verb
forms How to use sentence particles correctly How to make questions How to use connecting words The grammar points
are clearly organized into color-coded sections. Each section has a concise explanation in English followed by examples
given in Korean script and romanized Korean with English translation. Free online audio recordings by native speakers
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provide clear and accurate pronunciations for all the Korean words and sentences, and a Korean alphabet chart is also
included! Designed for convenience, this study card is: Laminated: to hold up over time and avoid being ruined by coffee
spills 3 hole punched: giving the option to put it in a binder 8.5x11 inches: to easily fit into a folder or notebook alongside
other study materials
Everything needed to learn to read, write, speak, and understand the essential and most useful words in the Korean
language is in this handy set of flash cards—including many hundreds of phrases and sentences using them. The cards in
this volume are a great way to learn Korean and contain the most common words and expressions used in daily Korean
communication—concrete nouns as well as verbs and adjectives that form the core Korean vocabulary. These are
grouped thematically to enable easy memorization and retention. A sample sentence is given to illustrate the use of the
primary word on each card which is often a well-known Korean saying or an idiom. Key features of Korean Flash Cards
include: 200 flash cards Over 1,000 Korean words and sentences All of the most commonly used words Downloadable
native-speaker audio recordings Sample sentences in Korean A 32-page booklet with sorting indexes and practice tips
The FRONT of each card contains: Main vocabulary word Four related words and phrases to help you use it. The BACK
of each card contains: Main word Related words' English meanings Korean script (hangul) Romanizations. A sample
sentence in Korean with romanization and English translation.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • For anyone who wants to learn a foreign language, this is the method that will finally make the words
stick. “A brilliant and thoroughly modern guide to learning new languages.”—Gary Marcus, cognitive psychologist and author of the
New York Times bestseller Guitar Zero At thirty years old, Gabriel Wyner speaks six languages fluently. He didn’t learn them in
school—who does? Rather, he learned them in the past few years, working on his own and practicing on the subway, using simple
techniques and free online resources—and here he wants to show others what he’s discovered. Starting with pronunciation, you’ll
learn how to rewire your ears and turn foreign sounds into familiar sounds. You’ll retrain your tongue to produce those sounds
accurately, using tricks from opera singers and actors. Next, you’ll begin to tackle words, and connect sounds and spellings to
imagery rather than translations, which will enable you to think in a foreign language. And with the help of sophisticated spacedrepetition techniques, you’ll be able to memorize hundreds of words a month in minutes every day. This is brain hacking at its
most exciting, taking what we know about neuroscience and linguistics and using it to create the most efficient and enjoyable way
to learn a foreign language in the spare minutes of your day.
With an emphasis on practical daily communication, Basic Korean is a great introduction to those looking to learn the
language—whether on their own or with a teacher. Learn Korean quickly and easily with the help of real-life conversations by native
speakers, everyday Korean vocabulary and expressions, easy-to-understand grammar explanations, notes on social etiquette for
those traveling to Korea and so much more! With the help of 19 individual lessons, free online audio recordings, lively manga
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illustrations, comprehensive vocabulary lists and a bi-directional English-Korean/Korean-English dictionary, students get a
complete overview of this exceedingly-popular language with the help of this book. Each self-contained lesson contains the
following key elements: Authentic conversations to introduce new words and expressions Vocabulary lists with an emphasis on
everyday words and phrases Simple notes explaining how to form sentences Practice drills and exercises to help internalize what
you have learned Cultural notes explaining dos and don'ts, honorific language, etc. Native speaker audio recordings to help with
pronunciation Whether used for self study or in a formal classroom setting, Basic Korean allows you to begin communicating from
the very first lesson!
Have you been trying to learn Korean and find yourself having trouble discovering and practicing new words?Are traditional
textbooks just not helping you out as you expected them to?Do you think that there should be a better way to learning new words
in any target language?If you answered "Yes!" to at least one of those previous questions, then this book is for you! We've
compiled the 2000 Most Common Words in Korean, a list of terms that will expand your vocabulary to levels previously unseen.Did
you know that - according to an important study - learning the top two thousand (2000) most frequently used words will enable you
to understand up to 84% of all non-fiction and 86.1% of fiction literature and 92.7% of oral speech? Those are amazing stats, and
this book will take you even further than those numbers!In this book:?A detailed introduction with tips and tricks on how to improve
your learning - here, you will learn the basics to get you started on this marvelous list of Korean terms!?A list of 2000 of the most
common words in Korean and their translations?An example sentence for each word - in both Korean and English?Finally, a
conclusion to make sure you've learned and supply you with a final list of tipsDon't look any further, we've got what you need right
here!In fact, we're ready to turn you into a Korean speaker? what are you waiting for?
A fun and kid-friendly introduction to Korean! The Tuttle Korean for Kids Flash Cards kit is an introductory Korean language
learning tool especially designed to help children from preschool through early elementary level acquire basic words, hangul script,
phrases, and sentences in Korean in a fun and easy way. The flashcards can be used as a learning tool in a classroom setting, at
home, or anywhere that learning takes place, and can easily be taped around the room for an interactive way to learn Korean. The
set contains a total of 64 words organized into thematic categories, including: My Family, Colors, Numbers, My Day, Food, My
Body, Clothes, and Going Places. All of the words are illustrated—the pictures serve as effective visual aids to help children learn
and remember each word's meaning. Words often reflect cultural objects and items and can be studied in any order. Learners may
focus on one theme at a time or mix them up for a little more variety.
Do you want to learn Korean the fast, fun and easy way? And do you want to master daily conversations and speak like a native?
Then this is the book for you. Learn Korean: Must-Know Korean Slang Words & Phrases by KoreanClass101 is designed for
Beginner-level learners. You learn the top 100 must-know slang words and phrases that are used in everyday speech. All were
hand-picked by our team of Korean teachers and experts. Here’s how the lessons work: • Every Lesson is Based on a Theme •
You Learn Slang Words or Phrases Related to That Theme • Check the Translation & Explanation on How to Use Each One And
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by the end, you will have mastered 100+ Korean Slang Words & phrases!
The adults in a child's life play a significant role in helping a child learn new words. Through everyday conversations and
interactions caregivers use this 600 Basic Words Cartoons Flash Cards and talk about what words mean which helps expand a
child's vocabulary. You can use this educational flashcards on teaching vocabulary through a variety of fun word-learning
strategies. Vocabulary represents one of most important skills necessary for teaching and learning a foreign language. It is the
basis for the development of all the other skills: reading comprehension listening comprehension speaking writing spelling and
pronunciation. That is why having large vocabulary is absolutely important.
Learn Korean quickly and easily! Let's Speak Korean (with Audio) is the proven method and the perfect solution for everyone! With
over 1,400 expressions from 21 topics, paired with audio files by a native Korean voice actor, as well as pronunciation guide and
our own unique grammar guides, even beginners will speak Korean in no time!
The most enjoyable way to learn about an unfamiliar culture is through its stories—especially when they're told in two languages!
Korean Stories for Language Learners introduces 42 traditional Korean folktales with bilingual Korean and English versions,
presented on facing pages, together with detailed notes and exercises aimed at beginning learners of the language. The book can
be used as a reader in first- and second-year Korean language courses or by anyone who wishes to learn about Korean folktales
and traditional Korean culture. This elegantly illustrated volume is designed to help language learners expand their vocabulary and
to develop a basic familiarity with Korean culture. The stories gradually increase in length and complexity throughout the book as
the reader improves their vocabulary and understanding of the language. After the first few stories, the reader is asked to use the
vocabulary in speaking and writing exercises. By reading these classic stories, they also are given a window into Korean culture
and learn to appreciate the uniqueness of the country—which provides greater motivation to continue learning the difficult language.
Cultural notes and discussion questions further reinforce one's understanding of the stories, and bolster one's language skills.
Korean-English and English-Korean glossaries are included as well as an overview of the Korean Hangeul script. Audio recordings
by native speakers help readers improve their pronunciation and inflection.
More Making Out in Korea is a fun, accessible and thorough Korean phrase book and guide to the Korean language as it's really spoken.
Now in its third edition, this is the perfect introduction to Korean as it's really spoken—from everyday interactions to basic questions to the
language of love. It includes phrases and tidbits of information on a variety of social situations such as eating out, traveling texting, and much
more. More Making Out in Korean features a pronunciation guide and basic grammar, as well as guidelines for the use of polite and informal
phrases so you'll never put a foot wrong when: Meeting and getting to know people Exploring clubs and bars Getting serious in relationships
Talking to friends through social media Each expression in this Korean phrasebook is given in Korean script as well as Romanized form to
enhance your experience of the language (and help you with "written socializing" on computers and gadgets). Full of colorful slang, straight
talk and a little cultural savvy on the side, this book has what you need to get started. Pick it up and get ready to converse.
Welcome to a Korean language learning adventureùdesigned to make learning fun! The Let's Learn Korean ebook is an introductory
language learning tool especially designed to help children from preschool through early elementary level acquire basic words, phrases, and
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sentences in Korean in a fun and easy way. The flashcards can be used as a learning tool in a classroom setting, at home, or anywhere that
learning takes place, and can easily be taped around the room for an interactive learning experience. This Korean flash cards for kids ebook
contains: 64 Flash Cards (4.25" x 2.7") that get children talkingùabout Numbers, Colors, Going Places, and more. Everyday words and
sentences help children learn naturally. Downloadable audio provides native pronunciation of the Korean words, and sample sentences for
practiceùplus Korean songs that help make learning fun. Color Wall Chart (24" x 18") keeps all the new vocabulary in sight. Learning Guide
for Parents and Teachers 32 ages tells you how to use the cards for most effective learning, and includes activities and games to play with
your kids.
USCIS Civics flash cards: These Civics flash card will help immigrants learn about US history and government while preparing for
naturalization test. These flash cards can also be used in the classroom as an instruction tool for citizenship preparation. Important note: on
the naturalization test, some answers may change because of elections or appointments. Applicants must be aware of the most current
answers to these questions. Applicants must answer these questions with the name of the official who is serving at the time of his or her
eligibility interview with the USCIS. The USCIS officer will not accept and incorrect answer.
Master your Korean writing skills with our Easy Learning Fundamental Korean Writing Practice Book. Our workbook provides a writing guide
to help you effectively learn the proper way to write the Korean alphabet, while learning expressions and vocabulary. Start today and fine tune
your Korean penmanship!
Korean in a Flash Volume 2 continues the learning-tool advantage for people interested in learning Korean quickly and easily. Flash cards
are a great way to practice your ability to read Korean, write Korean and remember Korean. This complete boxed set of Korean flash cards
has a full range of acclaimed features to help beginners and intermediate learners, and covers the second most-basic Korean words, plus
related terms and phrases—in a flash! Contains 448 flash cards plus a 48 page index booklet. Learn 448 main words plus 1,792 related terms
and 2,240 basic vocabulary items. Romanized pronunciation and English meanings given for all vocabulary items. Both Korean character
forms and romanization are given.
Are you learning Korean and struggling with Hangul alphabet? If yes then this book is for you! Features: 1. Hangul Crash Course. If you're
completely new to Korean writing system this part will jump-start your learning process! 2. Syllable Writing Practice. Practice writing various
Hangul syllables to become fluent in reading and writing in Korean! 3. Words Writing Practice. Writing Hangul syllables is fun but writing
actual Korean words and phrases is even more so! In this part we've compiled more that 200 words and useful phrases for you to practice on.
4. Cut-out Flash Cards. Learn Hangul letters with easy-to-cut flash cards. No need to spend extra on fancy cardboard cards! All pages are
designed to be easily cut out and multiplied using a copying machine! Save money and share practice pages with your fellow Korean
language learning friends! Buy it now!
Indonesian Flash Cards is an excellent new Indonesian language learning resource for beginning students of Indonesian. Before heading out
to Bali, the best way to learn Indonesian is to start practicing with these flashcards and give a boost to your Indonesian language skills. Since
Indonesian uses a romanized alphabet, you can read Indonesian without learning a new alphabet or special characters. Each card features
definitions, related words, sample sentences, and thematic grouping. This flash cards kit contains: 300 flash cards featuring the most
commonly used words. Downloadable native speaker audio recordings of 1,200+ Indonesian words and phrases. A 32 page study booklet
with sorting indexes and practice tips. Each card has one main vocabulary item and several derived words. Ideal for beginning students of
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Indonesian and anyone living in the country. These Indonesian flashcards are an excellent way of gradually increasing your Indonesian
vocabulary. Their compact format makes them easy to carry around with you as you go about your regular routine, and you can make use of
any spare minutes throughout the day to test yourself or take the next step in your Indonesian language learning. The key to building a
working vocabulary is frequent exposure rather than prolonged study sessions, and with these flash cards it is easy to make good use of any
odd minutes that would otherwise be wasted—on the bus, standing in line, or over a cup of coffee.
This book is a complete guide for people who want to learn the Korean language, starting from the very beginning, and learn the alphabet
and the correct sounds of vowels, consonants, and diphthongs. It was written for people who want an easy but systematic approach to the
language. The writer is a non-native speaker who started learning the language from ZERO, just like you and spent years in Korea trying to
reach a better level of proficiency in Korean. After a few weeks of study, you will study to recognize words, make sentences, and have simple
(but miraculous) conversations with other Korean speakers!

Create your own Korean flash cards using our proven spaced repetition system ( instructions provided in the book). This
notebook is Ideal for those looking to learn new Korean words, phrases and improve their Korean vocabulary. Includes a
Spaced Repetition and Lapse tracker to monitor progress and remember what you learn. About this Notebook: 200
flashcards. Spaced Repetition system and Lapse Tracker (instructions provided at the back). Perfect size at 6 x 9 inches
/ 15.24 x 22.86 cm High-quality matte cover for a professional finish. Perfect bound Perfect for learning new Korean
words and improving vocabulary Benefits using Notebook: All your vocabulary flash cards all in one place Encourages
active recall (most effective way to learn) Encourages spaced repetition (scientifically proven to improve memory
retention) Track Lapses and mistakes (monitor progress over time) Study more efficiently Easily swap flash cards with
other Korean students
Research shows that learning a second language boosts problem-solving, critical thinking, and listening skills, in addition
to improving memory, concentration, and the ability to multitask. Children proficient in other languages also show signs of
enhanced creativity and mental flexibility. There is a "critical period" or "window of opportunity" when children learn
languages best. Studies have shown that this is when children are between birth and six years old. The younger children
are, the easier they will learn a second language. As they get older that ability diminishes. These easy and fun flashcards
aim to help parents as a useful educational tool for kids to learn a new language.
These bold, bright flash cards are a great way to help children learn to tell the time. They can write their answers with the
special pen provided, then wipe clean and repeat. Cards are arranged by difficulty, so children can begin with easier
times, but can be shuffled and selected randomly as their confidence grows. 50 cards include a range of times to tell on
both clock faces and digital clocks. Opportunities to see, say, hear and write times appeal to a range of learning styles.
Comes with a special wipe-clean pen that is easy to wipe off the shiny cards.
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From the bestselling author of Blink and The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell's Outliers: The Story of Success overturns
conventional wisdom about genius to show us what makes an ordinary person an extreme overachiever. Why do some
people achieve so much more than others? Can they lie so far out of the ordinary? In this provocative and inspiring book,
Malcolm Gladwell looks at everyone from rock stars to professional athletes, software billionaires to scientific geniuses, to
show that the story of success is far more surprising, and far more fascinating, than we could ever have imagined. He
reveals that it's as much about where we're from and what we do, as who we are - and that no one, not even a genius,
ever makes it alone. Outliers will change the way you think about your own life story, and about what makes us all
unique. 'Gladwell is not only a brilliant storyteller; he can see what those stories tell us, the lessons they contain'
Guardian 'Malcolm Gladwell is a global phenomenon ... he has a genius for making everything he writes seem like an
impossible adventure' Observer 'He is the best kind of writer - the kind who makes you feel like you're a genius, rather
than he's a genius' The Times
Between selling out arenas, presenting at the Grammy Awards, and dropping mixtapes, BTS has still found time to
release chart-topping hits like "Fake Love" and "Idol." For these K-Pop icons, the best may still be yet to come. The Big
Book of BTS is the ultimate guide to all things Bangtan. Including more than 100 full-color photographs, fans are provided
an in-depth look at the lives of RM, J-Hope, Suga, Jimin, V, Jin, and Jungkook. This keepsake explores their meteoric
rise, musical influences, unbeatable style, far-reaching activism, and bond with fans. A must-have for ARMYs as well as
new K-Pop fans everywhere!
Korean Flash Cards Kit EbookLearn 1,000 Basic Korean Words and Phrases Quickly and Easily! (Hangul & Romanized
Forms) (Downloadable Audio Included)Tuttle Publishing
Elementary Korean offers a complete, systematic and streamlined first-year course in Korean for the English-speaking
adult learner.
Learn to Compare, Contrast, Modify, and Describe More Fluently in Korean!
This is a beautiful book for children of ages 4+ to learn Korean Alphabets (Vowels and double Vowels)through practicing letter
tracing. A perfect book to start learning Korean HANGUL ALPHABET SYSTEM The Book Contains: - The book features total 4
pages per alphabet providing amble space for practice. - 55 Black and White pages, providing amble space for kids to practice
letter tracing - Alphabets - vowels and double vowels with pronunciation and Mnemonic - Each Alphabet with guiding directions on
how to trace them - 4 dedicated pages for each Alphabet to practice - The book is created to help teach the alphabet to beginners.
Arrows and dots are included to help teach the stroke order. - These were made to be simple so that students can focus on
learning and practicing one letter at a time. - Printed on high quality perfectly sized pages at 8.5x11 inches. - Premium color cover
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design . Checkout more books from the author Sincerely hoping to better server and appreciate your feedback and support. Grab
a copy for a friend, and start the journey together, Don't forget to provide reviews and suggestions of improvement
While taking a class on infinity at Stanford in the late 1980s, Ravi Kapoor discovers that he is confronting the same mathematical
and philosophical dilemmas that his mathematician grandfather had faced many decades earlier--and that had landed him in jail.
Charged under an obscure blasphemy law in a small New Jersey town in 1919, Vijay Sahni is challenged by a skeptical judge to
defend his belief that the certainty of mathematics can be extended to all human knowledge--including religion. Together, the two
men discover the power--and the fallibility--of what has long been considered the pinnacle of human certainty, Euclidean
geometry. As grandfather and grandson struggle with the question of whether there can ever be absolute certainty in mathematics
or life, they are forced to reconsider their fundamental beliefs and choices. Their stories hinge on their explorations of parallel
developments in the study of geometry and infinity--and the mathematics throughout is as rigorous and fascinating as the narrative
and characters are compelling and complex. Moving and enlightening, A Certain Ambiguity is a story about what it means to face
the extent--and the limits--of human knowledge.
Learn your first 500 Korean words and thousands of related words and expressions that you can start using right away in your
everyday conversations in Korean!
Published by John Robert Gregg in 1916, this Book is the Original 5th Edition of the Gregg Shorthand Manuals. This Manual
Includes A Detailed Biography About John Robert Gregg and 50 Blank Gregg Shorthand/Steno Practice Pages at the End. This is
Great Shorthand Book for Beginners and this is a Self-Taught Course You Can Do at Home! Gregg Shorthand Is A Form of
Shorthand Writing Invented by Gregg Shorthand in 1888, and the Most Popular Form of Shorthand in the USA (Pittman Shorthand
is Most Popular in the UK). An Abbreviated Form of Longhand Writing, Gregg Shorthand Increases Writing Speed, By Using a
Phonetic System of Symbols Which Are Written as They Sound. Efficient Shorthand Writing, A Form of Stenography, Happens
with Practice and Time. This Shorthand Practice Writing Notebook Will Help You Get Better with Your Shorthand Writing.
Shorthand Can Benefit Journalists, Court Reporters, High School and College Students, and Especially, Stenographers. More
About This Shorthand Practice Journal: Size: 6x9 Inches 229 Pages Perfect Bound Softcover Notebook Beautiful Glossy Finish on
Cover
Have you ever considered learning Korean, but been put off by the unusual look of the characters? Don't let yourself be scared
away! Korean has been called "the most logical language there is," and with this friendly and thorough introduction you will soon
see why. The best way to learn Korean—this book uses a lighthearted, humorous approach. Korean for Beginners starts by
showing you just how reasoned and logical the Korean alphabet, hangeul, actually is, and helps you master it faster than you
learned the English alphabet. Realistic situations you might encounter in Korea in Korean-speaking environments are described,
and new words are explained in terms of how you'll find them useful to communicate. Numerous illustrations enliven the text,
downloadable audio lets you listen and repeat phrases in the book. Soon you'll be able to say with pride, "I know Korean!"
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Features of Korean for Beginners are: Learn to read Korean writing with ease. Practical phrases help you converse with
confidence. A lighthearted "guide" walks you through, bringing the language to life. Downloadable audio with native Korean
speakers help you to speak Korean like a pro. As the more than 1 million Americans who speak Korean can attest, the Korean
language is here to stay, and generations of young (and older) adults are determined to learn it. This book is for people who want
a grasp of how to speak, write and understand Korean—and who want to enjoy things while they're at it!
A fun and kid-friendly introduction to Tagalog! The Tuttle MORE Tagalog for Kids Flash Cards kit is an introductory Tagalog
language learning tool especially designed to help children from preschool through early elementary level acquire basic words,
phrases, and sentences in Tagalog—the official language of the Philippines— in a fun and easy way. The flashcards can be used as
a learning tool in a classroom setting, at home, or anywhere that learning takes place, and can easily be taped around the room for
an interactive way to learn Tagalog. The set contains a total of 64 words organized into thematic categories, including: Nature,
Weather, Opposites, Actions, Things I Like To Do, At My House, and Going to Different Places. All of the words are illustrated—the
pictures serve as effective visual aids to help children learn and remember each word's meaning. Words often reflect cultural
objects and items and can be studied in any order. Learners may focus on one theme at a time or mix them up for a little more
variety.
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